Various NO-reduction reactions on Pt(100) exhibit similar dynamical behavior, presumably due to an empty site requirement for NO dissociation. This motivates analysis of a lattice-gas model which incorporates this feature, and which here is chosen to mimic the NO+CO reaction on Pt(100): both reactants adsorb at single empty sites, NO instantaneously dissociates given an adjacent empty site (and nitrogen adatoms thus formed are immediately removed), and adjacent CO and O instantaneously react. We also include desorption of adsorbed NO and CO, but no adspecies diffusion. At lower temperatures where desorption is absent, we show that poisoning occurs with the reaction rate decreasing as RCO2 ∼ e−kt, where k≳0 except for equal reactant adsorption rates. The introduction of desorption produces reactive steady states, and (in different regimes) nonequilibrium poisoning transitions, critical points, and transitions to bistability.
I. INTRODUCTION
The kinetics of catalytic reactions on surfaces can exhibit rich nonlinear dynamics including multistability, oscillations, bifurcations, and chaos. These phenomena have typically been analyzed via the traditional "mean-field" rate equations of chemical kinetics, which ignore correlations and fluctuations in the adlayer.
I ,2 There has been recent interest in more fundamental lattice-gas models which naturally incorporate the fluctuations in adsorption, desorption, and surface reactions, and which can describe adlayer ordering. 3 These models often display kinetic or nonequilibrium phase transitions associated with poisoning of the reaction.
Here, we are particularly interested in NO reduction reactions on Pt(100) all of which exhibit very similar dynamical behavior.2,4-8 This similarity presumably derives from an empty site requirement for NO dissociation which is common to all these reactions. 2 Clearly, this requirement leads to the possibility of nontrivial poisoned states with undissociated NO embedded in a background of other adsorbed reactants. This requirement also plays a role in both the explosive and oscillatory kinetics which are observed in these reactions? The NO+CO reaction is the simplest of these NO reduction reactions, both mechanistically and because the adsorbate-induced reconstruction does not playa key role in the dynamics at lower temperatures. 5 It is thus chosen here as a natural candidate for the first lattice-gas model study including the key NO dissociation step.
Experimental studies of adsorption and reaction of NO and CO on Pt(100) reveal the following key features:
5 (i) adsorption of both reactants occurs on single empty sites; (li) an adjacent empty site is required for dissociation of molecularly adsorbed NO (as evidenced by the formation of unreactive high-coverage mixed NO/CO domains); (iii) nitrogen adatoms produced by NO dissociation quickly combine and desorb as N2 and, thus, adsorbed atomic nitrogen is not present in significant concentrations and does not affect the reaction kinetics. We will also utilize the observationS that the activation energies for NO and CO desorption are significantly higher than that for NO dissociation, and dramatically higher than that for the CO+O reaction and for N2 desorption. Note that some of these features do not apply on other substrates. 9 The lattice-gas model analyzed here incorporates the above key features of the NO+CO reaction mechanism on Pt(lOO). However, we emphasize that other features are omitted for simplicity in this first study. These include a coverage dependence of the desorption rates, the possibility for adsorption on regions of the surface saturated with oxygen adatoms, and surface diffusion (of NO and CO). For this reason, we do not attempt to model the more complicated features of the experimental dynamics. We first consider the lower temperature regime where dissociation and reaction, but not desorption, are operative. We show that sustained reaction is not possible here, and examine the poisoning kinetics and structure of the poisoned states. Elucidation of the model behavior in this regime, and in the idealized case of just NO desorption, is found invaluable in characterizing the model behavior in the higher temperature reactive regime where both NO and CO desorption operate. The reactivity predicted for higher temperatures is compared with experiment. However, a broader goal in this study is the precise analysis of the rich dynamics (including kinetic phase transitions and critical phenomena), and degenerate poisoned state structure, of this model. Comparison with other recent studies of these fundamental issues is appropriate, particularly with those for the much simpler monomer-monomer surface reaction model. 10-14
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
Below we denote gas-phase species by (g), adsorbed species by (ad), "transient" adsorbed species with negligible coverage by (ad'), and empty surface sites by S. The model consists of the following steps.
(i) Reversible adsorption of NO and CO at single empty sites. Here P NO and P co denote the relative impingement rates for NO and CO, respectively, which are proportional to their partial pressures. These are normalized so that P No +P eo =1. Desorption rates are denoted by dNO and dco, respectively.
(li) Instantaneous dissociation of NO(ad) into O(ad) and N(ad') given one or more empty sites adjacent to the NO adsorption site., The O(ad) is then adsorbed on one of these adjacent empty sites chosen at random, and the N(ad') is immediately removed from the surface (mimicing rapid recombinative desorption of N:J.
(iii) Instantaneous reaction of any adjacent CO(ad) and O(ad) formed as a result of adsorption, desorption, or dissociation (vide infra).
Our model formulation has clearly utilized the observation that activation barriers for NO dissociation, N2 desorption, and CO+O reaction, are lower than for NO and CO, desorption. We do not allow diffusion of adsorbed species (to facilitate efficiency in our Monte Carlo simulations), although adsorbed CO .and NO are in fact quite mobile. However, we shall occasionally comment on how diffusion would influence model behavior. Schematically, this reaction is represented as
together with the implicit step N(ad')+N(ad')--tN 2 (g)+2S; Note that this reaction mechanism implies that no neighboring pairs of NO(ad) are created: such a pair could only be created by NO adsorption on an empty _site adjacent to a NO(ad), but the latter configuration never occurs since NO(ad) plosion." However, the key question is whether configurations supporting such explosions occur in the model with nonzero probability. Sirnilarconsiderations apply for percolation problems l5 when couched in terms of the spreading of an infinite cluster. 16 In contrast to conventional percolation, the "clusters" for surface explosions are built out of suitably adjacent CO(ad)-NO(ad) "diagonal dimers;'" cf, Fig. 1 . Since the constraint of no adjacent NO(ad) means that these clusters can only form nonbranching one-dimensional strings, we conclude that percolative explosions occur with zero probability in this multispecies model.
III. NO+CO REACTION MODEL WITHOUT DESORPTION
We begin with a discussion of the exact rate equations for this case. Let OJ denote the coverage of adsorbed species J =CO, NO,' 0, or of S, and let Rc0 2 denote the production rate of CO 2 : Then one has
(1) Next, we discuss a novel chain reaction feature of this model. Empty sites can be created either by the CO oxidation step, or by desorption of either CO(ad) or NO(ad). Any where P co and P NO are the relative impingement rates, cf. NO(ad) adjacent to these newly created empty sites will imSec. II. By writing the second equation for the sum of the mediately dissociate producing O(ad) which could react furcoverages, we avoid the complications of detailed accountther with an adjacent CO(ad), thus creating additional empty ing of dissociation kinetics. However, the specific form of sites and possibly leading to yet further dissociation and reRco 2 is complicated' by the chain reaction feature of the action. Consequently, after each adsorption event which model and consequently must include an infinite number of leads to the creation of empty sites via CO oxidation, or after terms; We do not give a detailed description of Rco 2 here, each nonreactive desorption event, we must follow,any sub~ since the key relation we need is obtained by subtracting the sequent "chain reaction" to completion. In this respect, it equations in (1), i.e., remains to resolve the following ambiguity for unique speci-
fication of the model. When there is more than one NO(ad) adjacent to a newly created empty site, one is selected at and is independent of the specific form of R e02 . Equation (2) random to dissociate first. This possibly leads to reaction and -implies that if Peo,=I=PNo, then the steady state must be poithe creation of further NO(ad) adjacent to newly created --soned with Os,=O. This is analogous to behavior of the empty sites. To contiilue, at-each step, we always randomlymononier-monomer surface reaction model. lO -12 Based on select one NO(ad) adjacent to an empty site, 'dissociate; and this comparison, one would further anticipate that no true carry out subsequent reactions. reactive steady state exists even for P co = P NO = 112. Note Figure 1 shows an example of a chain reaction sequence.
that the above analysis applies even with the introduction of Clearly a single adsorption or desorption event can initiate an adspecies diffusion into the model. arbitrarily long sequence of subsequent dissociation and reNext, we present simulation results for evolution action events, depending on the configuration of the adlayer.
from an empty lattice. First we analyze the poisoning Such an infinite sequence might be characterized as an "exkinetics. We find that CO 2 production rate decays like Reo ~ exp( -kt), as time t-rOC. Figure 2 shows the Peo dicates that k~A±lpco-O.5I, as P eo -+0.5±, withA+ =6.8
and A _ = 4.7. This behavior is reminiscent of the A + B or monomer-monomer reaction modelP Thus, the "lifetime," T= 11k, of the nonpoisoned state (in an infinite system) diverges as P co --.0.5. Note that r=oc at P co =O.5 does not imply the existence of a reactive steady state, but only that the system poisons slower than exponentially in time. Figure 3 shows the variation of the poisoned state OJ with P co (noting that the final state depends on the initial conditions, chosen as an empty lattice here). The most dramatic feature is a discontinuous jump at P co=0.5, similar to the A + B reaction model. lO -12 This jump is only possible because of the divergence of the lifetime, T, at this P eo. The slight deviation' of . P co at the jump location from 0.5. to =0.499 reflects a finite-size effect for the (40x40) lattice used in our simulations. Figure 4 shows typical poisoried (a) little from their values for P eo=O. However, as P co increases, so does the lifetime, T, of the nonpoisoned state, and with it the potentia,lfor adlayer ordering. Indeed weak .c(2 X2)-NO(ad) ordering occurs, not as a result of some "driving force," but rather as a result of "random fluctuations" towards c(2 X 2)-NO(ad) adsorbing states. IS The inset to Fig. 3 shows the c(2 X 2 )-NO(ad) short-range order parameter, C(NO NO), peaking sharply as P eo--.0.5 from below.
Here ~o(l-~o) C(NO NO) (~1) equals the difference between probability of finding a diagonal nearest neighbor NO(ad) pair and (~o).2 Next, we attempt to characterize the behavior of the model at P eo =O.5, where k=O and T=OC. Here, the adlayer quickly evolves to a mixture of primarily mixed O(ad) and NO (ad) poisoned domains (associated with Peo~0.5-), and primarily CO (ad) poisoned domains (associated with P co=0.5 +), with some reactive regions at the interface J::>.etween these domains (see Fig. 5 ). We expect that there will be some coarsening of the two types of poisoned domains, but that these domains will still have a finite size when the .' system reaches a fully poisoned state. It is instructive to compru-e this behavior with that of the A + B reaction model for equal adsorption rates: 10-12 by symmetry, the A + B model cannot reach one of the single species poisoned states; rather poisoned domains of the two species coarsen indefinitely, and the reaction rate, .R, correspondingly decreases slowly to zero. Writing R~log(t) -<T, one finds an eff?ctive u value of l1 ,12 =0.3 from data for 1 02~t:S;;; 1 0 3 (although asymptoticallyll u= 1). Since in the NO+CO reaction model at P co =0.5, the two types of poisoned domains do not have to coarsen indefiititely to reach a fully poisoned state, one might expect faster poisoning than in'tlie A + B reaction model. Indeed, our simulation studies indicate the effective behaviorofR co2 ~ log(t)-o.75, for 102~t~ 10 3 . Comp~son could also be made with similar behavior of the so-called A + BC reaction model on a square lattice. 19, 20 
IV. NO+CO REACTION MODEL WITH ONLY NO

DESORPTION
Here we modify the model of Sec. ill to include just desorption of NO(ad) with rate d NO ' Experimentally,5 dNO is somewhat higher than d eo (which is set to zero here). One finds an apparently discontinuous transition from a reactive steady state for P co::50.5, to a completely CO-poisoned state for P co;;::; 0.5. This behavior is quantified in Fig. 6 
vide infra).
We next compare the behavior described above with that of the A + B or monomer-monomer reaction model modified to include nonreactive desorption of one monomer species, 13 B, say, with rate dB . Adsorption rates satisfy P A + P B = l.
Simulations indicate that this model exhibits a continuous transition from a reactive steady state to an A-poisoned stateY The value of P A =P*(dB)~O.5 at the transition decreases with increasing dB' On a (40X40) square lattice, we find that P*(d B =O)=O. Os. This example also shows that the vanishing of the coverage of the desorbing species at the transition is not sufficient for the location' of the transition to be independent of the desorption rate.
Note that one key difference between these two models is an additional pathway for removal of the desorbing species (NO) in the NO+CO reaction model (i.e., dissociation). It is this feature which changes the nature of the poisoning transition. We also note that if all the NO immediately dissociated upon adsorption, then desorption would be irrelevant. A natural probe of the degree of removal of NO(ad) by dissociation is provided by the steady state fraction, F, of empty sites with all neighbors occupied by CO(ad) or O(ad). If F=O, then all NO(ad) is removed immediately by dissociation. We find a strong decrease 24 in F, for d No =O.l, from I to about 0.2 as P eo increases from 0 to 0.49.
V. NO+CO REACTION MODEL WITH ONLY CO DESORPTION
Here we modify the model of Sec. III to include just desorption of CO (ad) at rate d eo . Although this case is not realized experimentally, it is included for completeness and for contrast with Sec. IV. One finds a transition from ·an O(ad) and NO(ad) .poisoned state to a reactive steady state. Although the transition appears discontinuous for small d eo , We expect that it is continuous for all deo>O (vide infra). The continuous nature of the transition is clear in Fig.   8 (a)'which shows OJ as a function of P co for d eo = 1. Finally, we mention that an analysis of the exact rate equations for this model yields the steady-state relations Reo Again it is instructive to compare this behavior with that of the A + B reaction model modified to include nonreactive desorption of one monomer species,!3 A, say. This model supports a continuous poisoning transition, the 'location of which shifts slowly above P A =0.5, as d A increases from zero (cf., Sec. IV). This behavior is entirely analogous to that of the NO+CO reaction model with just CO desorption, as seen by comparison of Fig. 8(b) for the A + B reaction model with d A = 1, and Fig. 8(a) . We have also verified that the transition in the A + B reaction model for small d A appears discontinuous, just as in the NO+CO reaction model for small d eo . It is conceivable,25 but not guaranteed,26 that the degenerate poisoned state of the NO+CO model would place the continuous transition in a different unlversality class from that of the A+B model (which is Reggeon Field Theory).
VI. NO+CO REACTION MODEL WITH BOTH NO AND CO DESORPTION
Here we consider two distinct regimes . (A) Fixed dNO (=0.5) and dca-D. Figure 9 shows Reo l as a function of P eo for dco varying from 0.01 to 0.5. Real behavior for O~P eo~0.5 is largely insensitive to the value of d eo . However, behavior for P co;;;' 0.5 Clepends sensitively on d eo : for dco less than about 0.04, Rea appears
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... (and P co=O.S) as a critical point. It follows that for d NO below this value (and at P co=O.S), a low-8 co "highly" reactive state can coexist with a high-8 eo nearly poisoned state. Further support for this claim is provided by monitoring fluctuations in the coverages for a fairly small (lOX 10) lattice,27 e.g., Ll co ={ ([8 co (t) -(8 co )f)}lI2, for varying d co at the transition P co=0.5. Here, () represents an ensemble or an ergodic (i.e., temporal) average. Figure 10 shows a distinct maximum in Llcd( 8 co ) as d co passes through the criti-' cal value of about O.OS. Of course, this discussion is based upon the claim in Sec. IV that the model for d NO =O.5 and dco=O exhibits a discontinuous transition (rather than a sharp continuous transition). Results here further support this claim. We note that there has been recent interest in the analysis of a similar nonequilibrium critical point for the monomer-dimer reaction model,28,29 and a claim that critical behavior is described by the Ising model universality class?9 (B) Both dNO~O and dco~O (with P co =O.5). To anticipate model behavior here, one might consider the A + B reaction model with P A =P B and with equal desorption rates, d~O, for both species: for an (LXL) system, one finds 14 a transition from monostability to bistability as d decreases below OeL -2). For low desorption rates, essentially the system is flipping between the two poisoned states of the desorptionless model. By symmetry, the system spends an equal amount of time in these two states. Returning to the NO+CO reaction model in a finite system, one might expect similar behavior for Pco=O.S: "bistability" between a primarily O(ad) and NO(ad) poisoned state and a primarily CO (ad) poisoned state, for sufficiently small dco>O and dNO>O.-However, a complication here is the lack of symmetry of the system: should bistability occur, there is no reason why the system should spend equal time in these two states. Although one could tune d co :d NO to achieve some balance, we simply set dco=dNO=d. To reveal a transition to bistability, we monitor the probability distribution, P(X), for some quan- tity, X, which takes quite distinct values in the two bistable states. We choose X=8 0 ' although X= 8 co would also be a reasonable candidate. Figure 11 shows the evolution from a monomodal form for P(8 0 ), peaked at 8 0 =0.S for d=O.l, to a very different distributionfor d = 0.001.
VII. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
First we consider behavior for lower temperatures. The analysis of Sec. III demonstrated that even if NO dissociationand the reaction of CO(ad) and O(ad) are energetically allowed, sustained reaction is not possible unless desorption of NO (or CO) is also operative. This is consistent with the experimentally observed lack of reaction below approximately 380 K, for either preadsorbed mixed NO/CO adlayers, or continuous flow of reactants. 5 Our model predicts that, in the absence of desorption, high coverage poisoned states are formed where NO dissociation is sterically inhibited, just as concluded from experiments.
5 There are, however, significant differences between our model and experiment. The lattice-gas model allows (and predicts) poisoned states where CO(ad) and O(ad) coexist, separated by NO(ad). An obvious limitation of any mean-field (MF) rate equations is that they cannot support such states. Actually, both experiments and MF rate equation modeling5 suggest that the poisoned states are at least predominantly mixed COINO states. The discrepancy presumably arises because O(ad) does not completely inhibit the adsorption of CO and NO (contrasting the model assumptions). Appropriate model modification (and complication) might involve including an independent lattice of O(ad) adsorption sites, ensuring 0 adsorption is blocked by nearby CO (ad) and NO(ad), but not vice versa. The exact rate equation analysis of Sec. ill would naturally extend to show that poisoning must still occur if P co ' * P NO (even with the inclusion of adspecies diffusion). Presumably, fluctuation mediated. poisoning would also still occur if
PCO=P NQ ·
Next we consider higher temperatures above approximately 400 K where desorption of both NO(ad) and CO (ad) is operative, and sustained reaction occurs. One inset to Fig.  9 shows experimental data at T= 41 0 K for the steady-state variation of R eoz with P eo in the NO+CO reaction on Pt(IOO) at a fixed NO p'ressure of 3XIO-7 mbar. 5 The other inset shows the same dependence at 420 K which we determined from the MF rate equations of Ref. 5 which were used to model the experimental data .. (There was a temperature offset of approximately 10 K in the previous modeling.) There is a striking resemblence between the experimental data and the LG simulation data shown in Fig. 9 for d NO =O.5 and d co ""'0.04. Interestingly, this parameter choice coincides roughly with a critical point (for P co=O.5), and one might thus expect there to be large fluctuations in the system. Some caution is required, however, in making the above comparison. The best estimates of the rate parameters for the experimental system at 410 K are as follows:
5 a NO(g) adsorption rate of 6.6XlO-2 ML S-I; an O(ad)+CO(ad) reaction rate of 6.9 ML S-I; a NO(ad) dissociation rate of 1.3 ML S-I; a NO(ad) desorption rate of 1.3 X 10-4 ML S-I, and a CO(ad) desorption rate of 1.2XlO-5 MLs-1 for high ~o + Oco where NO(ad) dissociation is inhibited. Desorption rates are at least an order of magnitude smaller at low coverages. Thus, the reaction and dissociation rates are much larger than the adsorption rate, consistent with our model, as is the value of the ratio dNdd co . However, the magnitude of the experimental desorption rates (relative to the adsorption rates) is approximately three orders of magnitude smaller than in our model.
If one correspondingly reduces the magnitude of the desorption rates in the lattice-gas modeling, then we find that the width of the peak in Rco 2 vs P co becomes much narrower than in the experiment. (The same narrowing trend is observed in both Secs. IV and V where one desorption rate is identically zero, and the other is reduced.) The observed agreement between modeling and experiment presumably occurs since our overestimate of the desorption rates in the modeling compensates for the neglect of surface diffusion of CO (ad) and NO(ad). In fact, surface diffusion rates dominate the rates of all other processes. 30 This compensation effect can be explained as follows. Correlations or clustering in the adlayer reduce the reactivity from its MF value for a random adlayer. Both nonreactive desorption and adspecies diffusion provide pathways for randomization, and thus enhanced reactivity. However, one expects (and simulation results indicate) that the former is more efficient, especially for a nearly poisoned state where diffusion is inhibited.
Detailed modeling of the explosive and oscillatory kinetics observed in experiments requires model refinement. We expect that one must also incorporate some or all of surface diffusion, coverage-dependent desorption rates, and perhaps distinct O(ad) adsorption sites. We plan to present such studies of surt'ace explosion dynamics in a future communication.
VIII. SUMMARY
We have provided a detailed analysis of a simple latticegas model mimicking the NO+CO reaction on Pt(100). At a crude level, the observed behavior: is similar to that of the monomer-monomer reaction model. (In both models, the two reactants require only a single empty site for adsorption.) At a finer level, the NO+CO reaction model behavior is much' ncher as· a result of the additional NO dissociation step. The latter model involves three adsorbed species, mixed poisoned states, a novel chain-reaction feature,discontinuoils kinetiC phase transitions, and associated critical phenomena. Some basic properties of the model can be extracted from the exact rate equations for surface coverages,' but for a detailed analysis we have relied on Monte Carlo simulations. Predictions of reaction rate versus P co compare favorably with experimental observations at 410 K, and suggest that the system might be near a critical point (when PCO=P NO )'
